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AGENDA

01 Hamburg Strategy for Civic Engagement
02 House of Civic Engagement & Volunteering
03 Your ideas and associations
HAMBURG STRATEGY FOR CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

Participation
of the civic society

• Online Survey
• Conference
• Workshops
• Experts discussions

2,000 People
from Hamburg involved
HAMBURG STRATEGY FOR CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

8 approaches & about 35 projects to support civic engagement:

- Local contact points
- Consulting centers
- Awards & certificates
- Public attention / PR
- Voucher Card
- House of civic engagement
- and many more…
Haus des Engagements
House of Civic Engagement & Volunteering

Julia Hudy – AKTIVOLI-Landesnetzwerk Hamburg e.V.
HOUSE OF CIVIC ENGAGEMENT & VOLUNTEERING

What‘s it for?

• Connecting the stakeholders of civic engagement in Hamburg
• Creating new cooperation
• Exchanging experience and expertise

You‘ll find what volunteers and NGOs need the most:

• Various networking
• Know-how
• Places and opportunities for self organizing
HOUSE OF CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
Trainings for volunteers
ENGAGEMENT DOCK – CONSULTING FOR EMPOWERMENT
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THANK YOU.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?